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Name (first and last) Terry Hoffman Date: August 3, 2016

Comment: Please specify the reasons for your interest in the proceeding, your views concerning the proceeding, any 
relevant information that supports or explains your views, the conclusion you support and any recommendations. The 
Commission may disallow comments that do not comply with the Rules of Practice and Procedure.

The Paris Agreement encourages reducing (and ultimately eliminating) the use of fossil fuels.  The current BC Hydro 
rate structure encourages the use of fossil fuels and therefore is detrimental to the environment.  As an owner of a 
home with only electric energy (including cooking, water and air heat, etc) I believe I am a responsible supporter of our 
government's commitment to the Paris Agreement and future generations.  I am also an avid supporter of Renewable 
Energy and have invested time and effort to install a 1500 watt PV solar system.  If I could afford it, I would install a 
large grid-tie system.  I would like to see electricity rates and fossil fuel costs accurately reflect their true unsubsidized 
cost including externalities such as air and water pollution (this would make Renewable Energy and grid-tie systems 
more economically viable).  Our current situation of subsidizing the fossil fuel industry, combined with misleading 
electricity rates discourages investment in Renewable Energy (and Electric Vehicles).  Time Of Use (TOU) electric rates 
would encourage the use of existing technology in smart appliances to reduce peak energy demand.  Electric Vehicles 
would be more economically attractive with TOU rates.  We have invested in Smart Meters but are not exploiting their 
primary benefit.  BC Hydro is paying high rates to Independent Power Producers (IPP) for electricity that has been 
criticized for not being available when it is needed.  Electric use and feed in rates should reflect electric value based on 
demand at that time.    Humanity faces a huge challenge, and we will need to encourage and efficiently use all the 
technology available ASAP to minimize the impact of global warming.  Electricity should be encouraged as the only 
household energy - intelligent rates will encourage this.  If fossil fuel subsidies cannot be eliminated, then all types of 
Renewable Energy need to be subsidized equally.  Creating a glut of electricity by building Site C prematurely will 
discourage efficient use of energy (including Renewable); can only be justified to subsidize the foolish expansion of 
LNG and fracking; and will lead to higher electricity rates for homeowners (eg. Muskrat Falls).  Thank you for listening.  
Terry




